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   Get more of what you want with the Valletta.  
More space, more rooms, more bells and whistles. 

   Walking into the main living area of the Valletta 
will definitely be one of those WOW moments. 
The vastness of this space is refreshing. Natural 
light will stream across the designer kitchen, living, 
dining, and games area. And did we mention it 
all opens out onto an alfresco? You couldn’t ask 
for more! But wait … there’s also a huge private 
theatre to retreat to.

   The star of the master is the seriously large walk-in 
robe. You could shop online for days and you still 
wouldn’t fill it.  

   The three minor bedrooms are grouped together, 
sharing a bathroom with in-built bath, WC, 
storage, and easy access to the laundry, keeping 
bedrooms tidy (hopefully!).

4 2 2

The Valletta
15m

Ask about the  
standard inclusions that  

come with this design
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There’s many ways  
we help you to get started. Ask me how!

   We ensure you receive all 
eligible government-assisted 
finance, including the $10,000 
first home owners grant 

   Offering super low deposits, 
we ensure you receive the 
best possible home loan 
tailored to your budget

   Haven’t got a deposit yet?  
Ask about our finance 
programs that can help  
you into home ownership

Finance
   As a first step, we work with you 
to choose a location that suits 
your lifestyle and budget 

   We have access to superb 
blocks in popular suburbs 
before they hit the market

   We offer a large range of 
exclusive - and affordable - 
House & Land packages all 
over Perth

Land
    Choose from a huge range of 
stunning homes designed to 
suit your lifestyle and budget

   Each home comes packed 
with great inclusions as 
standard - so you don’t need 
to compromise 

   An Easystart home is built 
using the best materials 
from across Australia and 
is backed by a 25 year 
structural warranty

Home

When you sum it up, 
Summit comes out on top

WA’s Project Builder  
of the Year 2021

Innovative building 
methods

Locally owned & operated 
for over 40 years

Inspiration made easy  
at Style Studio

Lifetime structural  
guarantee

WA’s Professional  
Major Builder 2021 & 2020

WINNER
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